Communities Roadmap

As of December 19, 2017
The Member Community allows members to find answers to their questions, get the information they need when they need it, and resolve issues quickly and efficiently.

**Key Product Features**

- Research topics quickly and easily
- Submit questions, issues and requests to PJM
- Track the real-time status of your requests
- Initiate various processes for demand bid, generation transfers, etc.
The Tech Change Forum Community allows users to find information and collaborate with other users and PJM subject matter experts about PJM’s tools and initiatives. Discussions are based on topics covered within the monthly Tech Change Forum meetings.

**Key Product Features**

- Moderated discussion boards
- Research topics quickly and easily
- Submit questions, issues and requests to PJM
The Planning Community will allow Transmission and Generation Owners to find information and collaborate with other users and PJM subject matter experts about Planning initiatives, proposal windows and process questions. Discussions are based on Planning topics.

Key Product Features

• Moderated discussion boards
• Research topics quickly and easily
• Submit questions, issues and requests to PJM
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2018 Communities Roadmap
• Membership Management Community
  – Allow interested parties to
    • Submit membership applications
    • Follow progress steps of application
    • Submit documentation for enrollment
    • Electronically sign application
Trending Topics

• Enhanced definition for day_gen_capacity Full Q&A
• Will pnode state and zipcode be posted in Data Miner 2? Full Q&A
• When will 5 minute LMP's for generator locations be available for download after FERC 825 Implementation? Will we be able to test this process during Market Trials? Full Q&A
• Shutdown for the csv feed of rt_marginal_value? Full Q&A
• What is the schedule for dayahead-shadow-prices.csv? Full Q&A
Recently Published Knowledge Articles

• 5-Minute Settlements: Information To Assist Market Participants Prepare For Implementation – See Article
• eDataFeed - Wind Generation Data – See Article
• Auto Populating Power Meter – See Article
• Change Start-up & No-Load Offers in Markets Gateway – See Article